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Item Description Start price

1 1 shower enclosure sc-74-100 with towel rail, 
w1000xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

195€

1 1 shower enclosure sc-74-100 with towel rail, 
w1000xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

195€

2 1 shower enclosure sc-74-100 with towel rail, 
w1000xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

195€
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2 1 shower enclosure sc-74-100 with towel rail, 
w1000xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

195€

3 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

3 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€
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3 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

3 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

4 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€
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4 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

4 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

4 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€
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5 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

5 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

5 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€
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5 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

6 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

6 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€
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6 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

6 1 shower enclosure sc-74-120 with towel rail, 
w1200xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

220€

7 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€
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7 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

7 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

8 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€
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8 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

8 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

9 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€
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9 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

9 1 shower enclosure sc-74-140 with towel rail, 
w1400xh1950 black aluminum edge 4 sides, 8mm
safety glass nano technology with black stabilizer 
bar, telescopically adjustable in length,

245€

10 1 shower wall grid black, dim 900x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

150€

10 1 shower wall grid black, dim 900x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

150€
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11 1 shower wall grid black, dim 900x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

150€

11 1 shower wall grid black, dim 900x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

150€

12 1 shower wall grid black, dim 1000x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

160€

12 1 shower wall grid black, dim 1000x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

160€

13 1 shower wall grid black, dim 1000x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

160€

13 1 shower wall grid black, dim 1000x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 

160€
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location: warehouse

14 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

14 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

14 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

14 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

15 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€
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15 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

15 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

15 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

16 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

16 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€
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16 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

16 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

17 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

17 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

17 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€
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17 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1200x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 749€ 
location: warehouse

185€

18 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

18 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

18 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

19 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€
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19 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

19 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

20 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

20 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€

20 1 shower wall grid black, dim. 1400x1950, 8mm 
safety glass, black wall profile and black 
stabilization bar, adjustable from 800mm to 
1000mm, without shower tray retail value 799€ 
location: warehouse

205€
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21 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

120€

21 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

120€

22 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

120€

22 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

120€

23 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

130€

23 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

130€
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24 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

130€

24 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

130€

25 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

25 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

25 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

25 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€
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26 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

26 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

26 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

26 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

27 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

27 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€
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27 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

27 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

28 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

28 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

28 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€

28 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

110€
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29 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

29 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

29 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

30 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

30 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

30 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€
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31 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

31 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

31 1 fume gray shower glass wall complete with 
stabilizing bar and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 
mm. gray tempered safety glass 8 mm thick. 
stabilizing bar is extendable from 80 cm to 100 
cm. photo for illustration.

170€

32 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

110€

32 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

110€
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33 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

110€

33 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 900 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

110€

34 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

115€

34 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

115€

35 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

115€
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35 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1000 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

115€

36 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

36 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

36 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

36 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€
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37 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

37 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

37 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

37 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

38 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€
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38 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

38 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

38 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

39 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

39 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€
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39 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

39 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizing bar 
and wall profile w 1200 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

130€

40 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

40 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

40 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€
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41 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

41 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

41 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

42 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

42 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€
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42 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilizer bar 
and wall profile w 1400 x h 1950 mm .tempered 
safety glass 8mm thick. stabilization bar is 
extendable from 80cm to 100cm. excluding 
shower tray and rain shower packed in a box. 
location: warehouse.

150€

43 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

43 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

43 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

44 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€
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44 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

44 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

45 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

45 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€

45 1 shower glass wall complete with stabilization 
bar and wall profile w 1600 x h 1950 
mm .tempered safety glass 8mm thick. 
stabilization bar is extendable from 80cm to 
100cm. excluding shower tray and rain shower 
packed in a box. location: warehouse.

200€
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46 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
800x800 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

46 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
800x800 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

47 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
800x800 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

47 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
800x800 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

48 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
900x900 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€
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48 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
900x900 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

49 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
900x900 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

49 1 shower cubicle walk-in shower black dim 
900x900 black aluminum frame 6mm safety 
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) retail value 
599€ lying in a box location: warehouse

175€

50 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

50 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€
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50 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

51 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

51 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

51 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€
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52 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

52 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

52 1 shower cubicle se-01b-4 walk-in shower black 
dim 900x1200 black aluminum frame 6mm safety
glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a shower
tray (delivered without shower tray) reversible for 
lh or rh of the wall retail value 799€ lying in a box 
location: warehouse

200€

53 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€
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53 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

53 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

54 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

54 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

54 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€
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55 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

55 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

55 1 shower cabin sc-41 design walk-in shower black 
with grid in glass dim 900x900x1950 black 
aluminum frame 6mm safety glass, can be 
mounted on the floor or on a shower tray left or 
right of the wall (delivered without shower tray) 
retail value 999€ lying in a box location: 
Stockroom

240€

56 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€
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56 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

56 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

57 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

57 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€
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57 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

58 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

58 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€

58 1 shower cabin sc-42 design walk-in shower black 
with grid can be placed left or right of the wall 
dim 900x1200x1950 black aluminum frame 6mm 
safety glass, can be mounted on the floor or on a 
shower tray (delivered without shower tray) retail 
value 1450€ lying in a box location: warehouse 
reversible lh or rh side

290€
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59 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

59 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

59 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

60 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

60 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€
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60 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

61 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

61 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

61 1x black se-110-9090 design walk-in shower 
cabin, dim. 900x900x1950mm with black 
aluminum frame profiles and 6mm safety glass 
nano technology, reversible lh or rh side

220€

62 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€
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62 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

62 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

63 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

63 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

63 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€
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64 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

64 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

64 1x black se-2112 design walk-in shower cabin, 
dim. 900x1200x1950mm with black aluminum 
frame profiles and 6mm safety glass nano 
technology reversible lh or rh side

260€

65 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€
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65 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

65 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

66 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

66 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€
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66 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

67 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

67 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

67 kare kabine se-01-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€
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68 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

68 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

68 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

69 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

69 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€
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69 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

70 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

70 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

70 oval cabin se-02-1 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x800x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

175€

71 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€
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71 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

71 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

72 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

72 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€
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72 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

73 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

73 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€

73 kare kabine se-01-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

180€
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74 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

74 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

74 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

75 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

75 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€
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75 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

76 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

76 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

76 oval cabin se-02-2 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x900x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs

180€

77 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€
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77 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

77 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

78 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

78 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€
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78 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

79 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

79 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€

79 kare kabine se-01-4 with shower tray 15 cm high 
900x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

225€
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80 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

80 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

80 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

81 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€
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81 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

81 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

82 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

82 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€
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82 kare kabine se-01-3 with shower tray 15 cm high 
800x1200x1950 chrome alu profile and 5mm 
safety glass, high shower tray 15cm with 5 legs 
reversible lh or rh side

220€

83 jet c-03 cabin 900x900x2150 with colored safety 
glass back and 5mm safety glass front with 
chrome handle aluminum polished profiles, 
control panel for light, fan and radio, jets for body,
glass shelf and towel rail, rain shower, foot 
massager, hand shower, etc...

595€

83 jet c-03 cabin 900x900x2150 with colored safety 
glass back and 5mm safety glass front with 
chrome handle aluminum polished profiles, 
control panel for light, fan and radio, jets for body,
glass shelf and towel rail, rain shower, foot 
massager, hand shower, etc...

595€
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84 jet c-03 cabin 900x900x2150 with colored safety 
glass back and 5mm safety glass front with 
chrome handle aluminum polished profiles, 
control panel for light, fan and radio, jets for body,
glass shelf and towel rail, rain shower, foot 
massager, hand shower, etc...

595€

84 jet c-03 cabin 900x900x2150 with colored safety 
glass back and 5mm safety glass front with 
chrome handle aluminum polished profiles, 
control panel for light, fan and radio, jets for body,
glass shelf and towel rail, rain shower, foot 
massager, hand shower, etc...

595€

88 1x shower sliding door black matt 1200x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

88 1x shower sliding door black matt 1200x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

89 1x shower sliding door black matt 1200x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€
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89 1x shower sliding door black matt 1200x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

90 1x shower sliding door black matt 1400x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

305€

90 1x shower sliding door black matt 1400x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

305€

91 1x shower sliding door black matt 1400x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

305€

91 1x shower sliding door black matt 1400x1950mm 
8mm safety glass (reversible)

305€

92 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1200x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

275€

92 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1200x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

275€
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93 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1200x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

275€

93 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1200x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

275€

94 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1400x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

94 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1400x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

95 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1400x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

95 1x shower sliding door chrome stainless steel 
1400x1950mm 8mm safety glass (reversible)

295€

99 freestanding bath quadro 1800x800x600 without 
tap incl, drain retail value 1410€

775€
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99 freestanding bath quadro 1800x800x600 without 
tap incl, drain retail value 1410€

775€

100 freestanding bath quadro 1800x800x600 without 
tap incl, drain retail value 1410€

775€

100 freestanding bath quadro 1800x800x600 without 
tap incl, drain retail value 1410€

775€

101 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

101 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

101 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€
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102 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

102 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

102 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

103 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

103 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€
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103 freestanding bath tap black matt complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

345€

104 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

104 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

104 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

105 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€
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105 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

105 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

106 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

106 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€

106 freestanding bath faucet chrome complete with 
shower hose, spout, hand shower and mixing 
function

245€
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107 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

107 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

107 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

108 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

108 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€
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108 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

109 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

109 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

109 1 design shower tray black dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

110 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€
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110 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

110 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

111 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

111 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

111 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€
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112 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

112 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

112 1 design shower tray black dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

113 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

113 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€
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113 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

114 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

114 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

114 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€
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115 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

115 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

115 1 design shower tray white dim l900xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 499€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

145€

116 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€
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116 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

116 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

117 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

117 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

117 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€
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118 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

118 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

118 1 design shower tray white dim l1200xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 549€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

165€

119 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

119 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€
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119 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

120 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

120 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

120 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

121 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€
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121 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

121 1 design shower tray white dim l1400xw900 h25 
with siphon opening 90 retail value 599€ lying in a
box location: warehouse

175€

122 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

122 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

122 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€
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123 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

123 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

123 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

124 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

124 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€
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124 1x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

155€

125 2x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

305€

125 2x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

305€

126 2x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

305€

126 2x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

305€
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127 4x black rain shower oval design with 
thermostatic tap and a hand shower completely 
black matt

595€

134 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

134 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

134 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

135 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€
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135 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

135 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

136 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

136 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€

136 1x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

150€
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137 2x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

295€

137 2x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

295€

138 2x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

295€

138 2x chrome rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and a hand shower fully chrome kare

295€

139 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€
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139 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

139 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

140 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

140 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

140 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€
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141 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

141 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

141 1x built-in rain shower design with thermostatic 
tap and hand shower completely matt black

425€

146 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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146 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

146 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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146 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

146 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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147 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

147 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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147 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

147 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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147 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

148 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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148 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

148 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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148 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

148 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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149 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

149 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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149 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

149 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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149 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

150 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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150 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

150 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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150 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€

150 1 shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

145€
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151 5x shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

625€

151 5x shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

625€
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152 5x shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

625€

152 5x shower column in black. thermostatic dim.plm 
l1650xb200mm.head shower with waterfall 
function, hand shower, 2 massage jets, mixer tap.
including two brackets and connection hoses. wvp
575 euros. packed in a box. location: warehouse.

625€

157 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

157 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€
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157 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

157 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

157 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

158 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

158 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

158 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

158 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€
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158 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

159 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

159 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

159 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

159 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

159 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

160 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€
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160 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

160 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

160 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

160 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

161 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

161 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

161 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€
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161 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

161 1 geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of concealed
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

205€

162 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

162 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

162 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

163 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

163 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€
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163 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

164 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

164 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

164 2x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

410€

165 3x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

615€

165 3x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

615€

166 3x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

615€
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166 3x geberit up 100 toilet set consisting of built-in 
cistern + geberit delta 21 actuating plate, 
including wall-hung toilet and soft-close toilet 
seat. location: warehouse.

615€

167 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

167 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

167 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

168 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

168 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€
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168 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

169 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

169 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

169 1 toilet set consisting of built-in cistern + black 
actuating plate, including black design toilet and 
soft-close toilet seat. location: warehouse.

245€

170 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

170 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€
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170 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

171 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

171 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

171 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

172 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

172 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€
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172 1 design hanging toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color white, these are rimless. with easyclick soft 
close toilet seat wvp 395€. location: warehouse.

145€

173 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

173 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

173 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

174 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

174 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€
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174 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

175 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

175 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

175 1 design wall-hung toilet Dr made of porcelain, 
color black. with easyclick soft close toilet seat 
wvp 395€.location: warehouse.

150€

176 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

176 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€
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176 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

177 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

177 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

177 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

178 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€
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178 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

178 1 design hanging toilet ty made of porcelain, color
black. equipped with bide function with easyclick 
soft close toilet seat wvp €375. location: 
warehouse.

150€

179 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened black safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

179 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened black safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€
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180 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened black safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

180 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened black safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

181 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

181 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€
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181 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

182 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

182 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

182 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€
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183 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

183 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

183 1 surface-mounted hanging system toilet set 
made of hardened white safety glass consisting of
surface-mounted reservoir, including design 
hanging toilet with soft-close toilet seat. wvp 795€
location: warehouse.

370€

184 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€
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184 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

184 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

184 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

185 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€
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185 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

185 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

185 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

186 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€
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186 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

186 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

186 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

187 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€
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187 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

187 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

187 100 lm .50 lm insulated alpex pipe 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, 50 lm location: 
warehouse

145€

188 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€
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188 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

188 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

188 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

189 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€
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189 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

189 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

189 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

190 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€
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190 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

190 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

190 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

191 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€
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191 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

191 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

191 100lm .50 lm insulated alpex tube 20/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm insulated alpex tube 
20/2, with jacket color: red 50lm, location: 
warehouse

195€

192 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€
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192 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

192 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

192 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

193 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€
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193 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

193 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

193 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

194 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€
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194 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

194 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

194 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

195 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€
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195 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

195 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€

195 100lm rolls blue and red with each 50m roll, up to 
100lm .50 lm with jacket alpex tube 16/2, with 
jacket color: blue and 50 lm jacket alpex tube 
16/2, with jacket color: red, location: warehouse

135€
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